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Function and style converge to form kitchen faucets as stunning  

as they are efficient. We offer a number of configuration, spray and 

technology options so the faucet you choose will be on task with  

your needs and space. 

FAUCETS
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FAUCETS GUIDE
FORM
Select your faucet form. What’s your faucet style? Do you need a high-arch spout to accommodate 

large cookware? Do you prefer to operate the faucet with a single handle or two handles? Do you  

want a simple yet elegant design or are you a home chef who wants the look of a professional kitchen?

Choose a pull-down or pull-out model for all-in-one function, or select a wall-mount faucet to keep  

the countertop clear. Many models are available in multiple sizes to pair with different sink sizes  

and kitchen task areas.

Pull-Down, Pull-Out & Semiprofessional Faucets

Pull-Down 

• Great range for easy prep and cleanup

• Generous spout height

• Multiple sprays

• Eliminates the need for a separate sidespray

•  Touchless technology in some pull-down faucet models allows you to control  

your faucet with the wave of a hand, utensil or dish so you don’t have to  

worry about germs spreading to the rest of the kitchen 

Pull-Out

• Allows for easy control over faucet and spout

• Available with multiple spray functions

• Larger section of faucet pulls away

• Eliminates the need for a separate sidespray 

Semiprofessional

• Inspired by professional kitchens 

• Easy-to-clean coated hose and removable coil 

• Elegant design with exceptional ergonomics 
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Single-Handle 

• Volume and temperature are controlled by a single lever

• Lever is located on the faucet or next to it

Two-Handle

• Familiar design and function

• Separate temperature controls

• Some designs are available in both deck- and wall-mount models

Bridge

• A new interpretation of a classic design

• Two-handled with a generous swing spout

• Many designs are available in both deck- and wall-mount models

Wall-Mount

• Reduces countertop clutter 

• Makes for easy cleanup around the sink

Pot Fillers

• Inspired by professional chefs

• Installed above or next to your stovetop

• Mount to counter or wall

• Perfect for the serious home chef

Bar 

• Reduced size coordinates with prep and bar sinks

• Simplifies food prep

• Makes entertaining easier

Beverage 

• Dispense filtered drinking water

• Adds convenience to the kitchen

Standard Spout Faucets

Additional Task Area

For more information, visit  
KOHLER.com/KitchenFaucetsGuide
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FAUCETS GUIDE
FUNCTIONS
Helping you work faster and easier in the kitchen, our faucets include innovative 

features. Choose the functions that complement how you prep, cook and clean  

in the kitchen.

The KOHLER®  Advantage
Innovative designs and technology that work—that’s the KOHLER advantage. Magnetic docking,  

sprayfaces that withstand mineral buildup and effortless hose control provide functional versatility.

ProMotion®

ProMotion technology combines a braided 

hose with a swiveling ball joint that won’t kink 

or tangle for effortless sprayhead control.

DockNetik®

DockNetik is a magnetic docking system 

located within the spout that securely locks  

the pull-down sprayhead into place.

MasterClean™

The MasterClean sprayface withstands mineral 

buildup and wipes clean with a wet cloth.
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For more information, visit  
KOHLER.com/KitchenFaucetsGuide

KOHLER®  Konnect
KOHLER Konnect™ voice-enabled technology transforms your 

kitchen faucet into your own personal assistant. Just say the 

words to turn the water on, fill pots and dispense measured pours 

without fear of spillage. Use the KOHLER Konnect smartphone 

app to control your preferences and even monitor water usage. 

Enjoy having the power to personalize your kitchen routine and 

create an experience as unique as you.

•  Set preferences for KOHLER Konnect products

•  Discover and choose preset modes

•  Customize additional settings exclusive to the app

•  Stay informed about your product’s water usage and  

energy efficiency

•  Leak detection

Response® Touchless Technology
Response touchless technology responds to your every move to 

ensure that prepping, cleaning and cooking all go more smoothly. 

No false activations, no interruptions from your daily routine. 

Simply wave a hand, utensil or dish through the sensor window 

for reliable on and off operation so you don’t have to worry about 

germs spreading to the rest of the kitchen. 

•  The sensor window at the underside of the spout responds 

within milliseconds

•  If you forget to turn the faucet off, auto shutoff will kick in  

after four minutes of inactivity

• No need to replace batteries; simply connect to AC power

•  Temperature may be adjusted simply by moving the handle—

no need to adjust anything beneath the counter

The sensor window begins 
at the underside of the spout 
and extends six inches 
toward the base. 



LED lets you know  
it’s operational  
and ready to go.
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FAUCETS GUIDE
FUNCTIONS 
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Sweep®

Sweep your sink and dishes clean  

with Sweep spray’s wide, powerful  

blade of water.

BerrySoft®

Delicate fruits deserve a gentle touch. 

BerrySoft is a light spray that gently 

rinses produce.

Boost

With the touch of a button, Boost 

technology will increase your faucet’s 

water flow by 30 percent.

Sprays
Sprays help streamline kitchen tasks. They can quickly fill large pots with water, gently clean delicate fruits 

and sweep dirty dishes clean. And each is designed with thoughtful technology to stay on task for years.
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For more information, visit  
KOHLER.com/KitchenFaucetsGuide
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Stream

This option provides a full, aerated  

stream of water that’s great for quickly 

filling large pots.

Ring

Great for everyday cleaning tasks, ring 

spray offers a precise and powerful flow 

of water. 
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FILTR ATION 

FAUCETS GUIDE

Aquifer® Water Filtration System
The Aquifer system works with kitchen, beverage or bathroom 

faucets. It rests discreetly under your sink and delivers clean 

drinking water.

•  Aquifer carbon-block filter media is made out of ground coconut 

shells, making it more sustainable

•  Choose between one filter cartridge with 0.85 gallons per minute 

(gpm) flow rate or two cartridges with a 1.7 gpm flow rate

•  Aquifer is ideally suited for beverage faucets like the KOHLER® 

Wellspring faucet, but it is also compatible with any kitchen  

or bathroom sink faucet

•  The Aquifer filtration system effectively reduces harmful 

chemicals and contaminants, including lead, mercury, chlorine, 

PFOA/PFOS, pharmaceuticals and more 

For more information, visit  
KOHLER.com/Filtration
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For more information, visit  
KOHLER.com/KitchenFaucetsGuide

FINISHES
Choose a finish that complements other metals in the room or one that makes its  

own bold style statement. Find a range of beautiful finishes for any kitchen design.

KOHLER Finishes
We offer one of the largest selections of faucet finishes—from warm, brushed tones to brilliant, 

polished hues. As tough as they are beautiful, each one resists corrosion twice as well as the 

industry standard.

•  Vibrant® faucet finishes are created using Physical Vapor Deposition (PVD) to bond the  

finish and faucet together at the molecular level. This process creates an incredibly strong 

surface that’s scratch- and tarnish-resistant.

Polished Chrome  
(CP)

Brushed Chrome  
(G)

Polished 
Stainless  (S)

Vibrant  
Stainless  (VS)

Brushed  
Stainless  (BS)

Vibrant Polished  
Nickel  (SN)

Vibrant Brushed  
Nickel  (BN)

Vibrant Polished  
Brass  (PB)

Vibrant Brushed  
Bronze  (BV)

Vibrant Ombré 
Rose Gold/

Polished Nickel  
(3RS)

Vibrant Ombré  
Titanium/ 

Rose Gold  (3TR)

Oil-Rubbed  
Bronze  (2BZ)

Matte Black   
(BL)
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Sensate® pull-down touchless kitchen faucet with KOHLER Konnect K-72218-WB-CP 
Kennon® top-mount single-bowl kitchen sink K-8437-1-CM1

KITCHEN FAUCETS

KOHLER Konnect™ voice-enabled technology transforms your kitchen faucet into your  

own virtual assistant. Just say the word to turn the water on, dispense a measured amount, 

or customize filling frequently used items. Use the KOHLER Konnect smartphone app to 

control your preferences and monitor water usage. Enjoy having the power to personalize 

your kitchen routine and create an experience as unique as you. 

KOHLER ® KONNECT

Sensate® With KOHLER Konnect
TOUCHLESS SINGLE-HANDLE FAUCET WITH KOHLER KONNECT

15½" spout height | K-72218-WB

• Touchless on/off operation

• Measured volume command

• Two-function sprayhead featuring Sweep® spray

• LED ready light indicator
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TOUCHLESS
Response® touchless technology responds to your every move. Simply wave your hand,  

utensil or pot or pan through the sensor window for reliable on/off operation every time. 

KITCHEN FAUCETS

Sensate®

TOUCHLESS SINGLE-HANDLE FAUCET  
WITH PULL-DOWN SPOUT

15½" spout height | K-72218 (shown)
With Black accents | K-72218-B7

Simplice®

TOUCHLESS SINGLE-HANDLE FAUCET  
WITH PULL-DOWN SPOUT

169⁄16" spout height | K-22036 
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Simplice® semiprofessional kitchen sink faucet K-22033-VS
Strive® under-mount single-bowl kitchen sink K-5415-NA54 | PRODUCTS | FAUCETS | PULL-DOWN
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PULL-DOWN
Pull-down faucets are a popular choice. They feature a generous spout height as well as multiple spray options to  

help you prep, cook and clean with ease. Whether you’re going for a sleek design or the look of a professional kitchen,  

a KOHLER® pull-down faucet will lend a clean, polished feel to your kitchen and provide convenience and versatility. 

KITCHEN FAUCETS

Tournant® Semiprofessional
249⁄16" height | K-77515

Simplice® Semiprofessional
21½" height | K-22033

Purist® Semiprofessional
2313⁄16" height | K-24982

Artifacts® With Offset Valve
17⅝" height | K-99260

Artifacts
17⅝" height | K-99259 (shown)

16" height | K-99261

Bellera®

16¾" height | K-560

Cruette®

16¾" height | K-780

Simplice
16⅝" height | K-596 (shown)

15⅜" height | K-597
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Purist® pull-out kitchen sink faucet K-7505-BL
Riverby® under-mount single-bowl kitchen sink K-5871-5UA3-056 | PRODUCTS | FAUCETS | PULL-OUT
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PULL-OUT
Offering multifunction sprayheads, pull-out faucets generally have a larger section of the faucet that pulls away compared  

to the sprayhead on a pull-down faucet. If you prefer a larger area to grip, a pull-out faucet may be right for you. 

KITCHEN & LAUNDRY FAUCETS

Fairfax®

8⅜" height | K-12177

Simplice®

415⁄16" height | K-22035

Forté®

105⁄16" height | K-10433

Purist®

11⅜" height | K-7505 (shown) 
9⅞" height | K-7506
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Artifacts® deck-mount bridge kitchen sink faucet with prong handles and sidespray K-76519-3M-SN
Iron/Tones® Smart-Divide® under-mount large/medium kitchen sink K-6625-758 | PRODUCTS | FAUCETS | STANDARD SPOUT
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STANDARD SPOUT
Kohler offers a variety of faucets with multiple configurations and sidespray options. 

KITCHEN FAUCETS

Artifacts® Victorian
SINGLE-HANDLE 

13½" height | K-99266 (shown) 
With sidespray | K-99265 

Artifacts
SINGLE-HANDLE 

1411⁄16" height | K-99263 (shown) 
With sidespray | K-99262

Artifacts
BRIDGE WITH SIDESPRAY

13½" height with lever handles | K-76519-4 (shown) 
With prong handles | K-76519-3M

HiRise™ 

TWO-HANDLE

17½" height | K-7341-4

HiRise™

BRIDGE

Deck-mount with 18⅛" height | K-7337-4 (shown) 
Wall-mount | K-7338-4

Purist®

SINGLE-HANDLE

11⅜" height | K-7507 (shown) 
With sidespray | K-7508

Purist®

BRIDGE 

Deck-mount with 12½" height | K-7547-4 (shown) 
With sidespray | K-7548-4 

Wall-mount | K-7549

Karbon®

Deck-mount with 18" maximum  
spout height | K-6227 (shown) 

Wall-mount | K-6228
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HiRise™ deck-mount pot filler K-7323-4-BS60 | PRODUCTS | FAUCETS | POT FILLERS
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POT FILLERS
Wonderfully convenient for the home cook, wall- or deck-mount pot fillers are installed above or next to a  

stove top, giving you quick access to water without having to transfer pots back and forth to the sink. 

KITCHEN FAUCETS

Artifacts®

WALL-MOUNT

K-99270

Artifacts
DECK-MOUNT

17¾" height | K-99271

HiRise™

WALL-MOUNT

K-7322-4

HiRise
DECK-MOUNT

15⅝" height | K-7323-4
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Artifacts® Gentleman’s bar sink faucet K-99268-CP 
Cairn® under-mount bar sink K-8223-CM162 | PRODUCTS | FAUCETS | BAR & BEVERAGE
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BAR & BEVERAGE
Great for islands, hand-washing stations, additional prep areas, beverage filling away  

from the primary sink or for small spaces when paired with a small-size sink. 

KITCHEN FAUCETS

HiRise™

TWO-HANDLE BAR

14⅛" spout height | K-7342-4

Purist®

SINGLE-HANDLE BAR

9⅞" spout height | K-7509 (shown)
With sidespray | K-7511

Simplice®

SINGLE-HANDLE BAR

13" spout height | K-22034

Karbon®

SINGLE-HANDLE BAR

15¼" maximum spout height | K-6268

Wellspring®

SINGLE-HANDLE BEVERAGE

Traditional design with 7⅝" spout height | K-6666
Contemporary design with 8¾" spout height | K-6665 

(shown)

Artifacts® Victorian
SINGLE-HANDLE BAR

129⁄16" height | K-99267

Artifacts Gentleman’s®

SINGLE-HANDLE BAR

1313⁄16" height | K-99268

Artifacts
SINGLE-HANDLE BAR 

131⁄16" spout height | K-99264

Artifacts
BRIDGE BAR 

129⁄16" height with lever handles  
K-76520-4 (shown) 

Prong handles | K-76520-3M
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Simplice® pull-down kitchen sink faucet K-596-CP 
Aquifer® double-cartridge water filtration system K-77686-NA64 | PRODUCTS | FAUCETS | FILTRATION
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FILTRATION
KOHLER® water filtration products effectively reduce harmful chemicals and contaminants  

including lead, chlorine, PFOA/PFOS and pharmaceuticals to ensure your water is  

clean down to the last drop.

KITCHEN & BEVERAGE FAUCETS

Aquifer®

SINGLE-CARTRIDGE WATER FILTRATION SYSTEM

0.85 gpm | K-77685 

Aquifer
DOUBLE-CARTRIDGE WATER FILTRATION SYSTEM

1.7 gpm | K-77686

Aquifer+
TWO-STAGE WATER PURIFICATION SYSTEM

0.85 gpm | K-29638

Aquifer
REPLACEMENT FILTER CARTRIDGE

K-77687

Aquifer
TWO-PACK REPLACEMENT FILTER CARTRIDGES

K-77688

Aquifer+
REPLACEMENT FILTER CARTRIDGES

K-29651
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